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WHOSE LINE IS IT, ANYWAY?
Every story has to start somewhere. The first sentence of a book sets the tone for the rest of 
the story and gives the reader a clue about where the story will go next. Can you guess which 
book it is, just by the first line?

How to Play:
1. Choose one player to be the Reader, who will read aloud the first sentence of one Read 

Local Challenge book. (You do not need to go in order - choose whichever book you think 
will stump everyone!)

2. Players call out their guesses when they think they know the answer. First player to guess 
the correct title gets three (3) points. (Add one bonus point if they also know the author!)

3. If no one knows the answer, Reader may give the 1-line book blurb as a clue. A correct guess 
after one clue is given earns two (2) points (no bonus points awarded after clues are given).

4. If no one knows the answer after the 1-line book blurb is given, Reader may give the full 
book description as a clue. A correct answer after two clues earns one (1) point.

5. If players still can’t guess the correct answer, Reader gets a point. They will announce 
the answer, and then move on to the next book, starting again by just reading the first 
sentence of the chosen Read Local Challenge book.
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Bonus Game: FIRST SENTENCES
First sentences are brimming with promises and possibilities. In the hands of a different 
author, the same first sentence might lead to a completely different story! 

Play the First Sentences game and test your creativity. 

Will your story be serious or silly? 

Funny or frightening? 

Merry or melancholy? 

Try writing your own story with just the information you see here: the book title (& author), a 
description of the book, and the first sentence. 

How is your story similar to the one the author told? How is it different? 

You can play the First Sentences game alone or with a group of friends. The more people 
you have playing, the funnier your stories will probably get, so grab twenty or thirty of your 
closest friends!

How to Play:
1. Sit in a circle, so you can all see each other.
2. Pick someone to go first (the Story Starter). This could be the youngest member of 

your group, or the one whose birthday is coming up next, or the one whose first name 
sounds closest to the author’s name.

3. The Story Starter reads the book title, author’s name, and the paragraph about the book to 
the group. Then, they read first sentence aloud to the whole group, and add a sentence of 
their own to continue the story.

4. The next player adds a new sentence, and so on around the circle, as many times around as 
necessary, until you have a complete story.
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Picture Books 2019/20

First Line: Princess Cassandra should have been the happiest princess in the 
world.

Author: Veronica Bartles

1-Line Book Description: Princess Cassandra wants a frog, but she keeps kissing them good-
night and gets princes instead. Princes aren’t pets!
Full Book Description: Princess Cassandra is lonely. She needs a friend, and a frog might be the perfect 
pet. But she loves them so much that she keeps kissing them goodnight, and before long, she has a cas-
tle full of princes instead. Unfortunately, princes aren’t pets! Will the princess ever find her frog?

Answer (Title): The Princess and the Frogs

***

First Line: Light is the fastest thing in the universe.

Illustrator: Rebecca Evans

1-Line Book Description: Using a telescope and a watch, astronomer Ole Romer measured the 
speed of light when most scientists didn’t even believe that light traveled
Full Book Description: More than two centuries before Einstein, using a crude telescope and a mechani-
cal timepiece, Danish astronomer Ole Romer measured the speed of light with astounding accuracy. How 
did he do this when most scientists didn’t even believe that light traveled?

Answer (Title): Finding the Speed of Light: The 1676 Discov-
ery that Dazzled the World
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First Line: Boys play mosnter trucks with glee.

Author: Laura Gehl

1-Line Book Description: A humorous rhyming take on gender stereotypes, this book cele-
brates the individuality of every single kid
Full Book Description: A humorous take on gender stereotypes, this book celebrates every single kid. 
The rhyming text and diverse illustrations remind children and adults alike that gender does not need to 
define how we dress, how we play, or what possibilities are open to us for the future.

Answer (Title): Except When They Don’t

***

First Line: Dawn kisses the grasslands of the savanna.

Author: Terry Catasús Jennings

1-Line Book Description: Prey use sound to get away from predators, but predators have to eat. 
Life in the Savanna is a dance for survival.
Full Book Description: High sounds, low sounds. Loud sounds, soft sounds. Prey use sound to warn each 
other that predators are near. From a lion marking his territory with a roar at dawn, to elephants pro-
tecting their babies at noon, to vervet monkeys using special sounds for different dangers, to the lioness 
finally making a kill at dusk, life on the savanna is a balance.  Everybody needs to eat ‘cause everybody 
wants to live!!!

Answer (Title): Sounds of the Savanna
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First Line: I keep trying and trying, but never seem to make it.

Illustrator: Kerry G. Johnson

1-Line Book Description: A tale is based on a dark-skinned, African American girl who refuses 
to give up on her dream despite rejections from multiple directions.
Full Book Description: The story highlights the importance of diversity and understanding friends can 
come in various races, colors, genders and skin complexion.

Answer (Title): Believing In Myself!

***

First Line: Everyone in my class had questions about the Air and Space Muse-
um.

Author: Jacqueline Jules

1-Line Book Description: Can Freddie Ramos learn to use his new super hearing without be-
coming a super snoop?
Full Book Description: Freddie Ramos has shoes that give him super speed and super bounce. Now 
he has a new power—super hearing! With the touch of a button, Freddie can overhear conversations. 
During a field trip to the Air and Space Museum, his super hearing helps him find a missing boy. Freddie 
loves being a hero! But back at home, Freddie hears strange sounds all over Starwood Park Apartments. 
Can Freddie use his Zapato Power to uncover what the sounds are without eavesdropping on everyone? 
The seventh book in the award-winning Zapato Power series has multiple mysteries and a new friend.

Answer (Title): Zapato Power: Freddie Ramos Hears It All
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First Line: Boys and girls, come trick-or-treat

Author: Rachel Kolar

1-Line Book Description: A collection of thirteen classic nursery rhymes with Halloween 
twists, from “Mary, Mary, Tall and Scary” to “Wee Willie Werewolf.”
Full Book Description: From “Mary, Mary, Tall and Scary” to “Wee Willie Werewolf,” this collection of 
classic nursery rhymes turned on their heads will give readers the chills--and a serious case of belly 
laughs. With clever rhyme and spooky illustrations, Mother Ghost will put readers in the Halloween spirit 
at any time of year.

Answer (Title): Mother Ghost: Nursery Rhymes for Little Monsters

***

First Line: Malala Yousafzai is a warrior with words.

Author: Karen Leggett Abouraya

1-Line Book Description: biography of Pakistani education activist Malala Yousafzai
Full Book Description: Malala Yousafzai: Warrior with Words is the story of the Pakistani teen who con-
tinues to advocate for global education for girls, despite having been shot by the Taliban in her home-
town. She won the Nobel Prize for her efforts in 2014.

Answer (Title): Malala Yousafzai: Warrior with Words
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First Line: Round/like the moon/sailing through space.

Author: Elizabeth Steinglass

1-Line Book Description: Twenty-two poems in thirteen different forms about all aspects of the 
beautiful game!
Full Book Description: Soccerverse: Poems about Soccer includes twenty-two poems about every aspect 
of the game--the ball, uniforms, red cards, meeting a friend at the park, teammates, coaches, and big 
dreams. Some of the poems are funny and whimsical. Others take on more difficult feelings. The poems 
use thirteen different forms--concrete, haiku, persona, poems of address, etc. A note at the end de-
scribes the forms. The illustrations by Edson Ikê are bold, colorful, and creative and show all kinds of kids 
playing and loving soccer.

Answer (Title): Soccerverse: Poems about Soccer

***

First Line: Mittens, boots, parka, cap.

Author: Sarah Sullivan

1-Line Book Description: It’s a cold winter day and the frozen pond is crisscrossed by skaters.  
A rhyming picture book about skating.
Full Book Description: A young child is learning to skate with her father.  The frozen pond is crisscrossed 
by figure skaters, hockey players, young friends and old, enjoying gliding on the ice.  Zip up your coat and 
put on your hat.  It’s a day for skating!

Answer (Title): A Day for Skating
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First Line: In the middle of a garden, where the poppies grew as tall as small 
trees, lived a little red fox.

Author: Joan Waites

1-Line Book Description: A red fox in Monet’s garden wants to make the garden’s colors last. 
With help from Monet, Fox learns to capture the beauty around him.
Full Book Description: A young red fox living in Monet’s garden in Giverny, France, admires the collage of 
colors in the landscape that surrounds him. More than anything, he wants to make the colors last as the 
seasons pass and the winter turns cold and bleak. Try as he might, his creations are blown away, flooded, 
and even eaten by a deer, until the sight of Monet at his easel and an unexpected encounter with a bum-
ble bee show the gentle fox how he can make the colors last all year long. This brightly illustrated tale is 
a delightful introduction to Claude Monet.

Answer (Title): A Colorful Tail

***

First Line: Midst midnight mist of long ago...

Author: Kelly Anne White

1-Line Book Description: The Legend of the Fairy Stones blends whimsical art and lyrical 
verse to share the woodland lore of how real cross-shaped stones formed.
Full Book Description: The Legend of the Fairy Stones is folkloric fiction integrated with scientific fact in 
a lyrical verse-driven fairy tale. This unique picture book shares the fictional legend of how real-life fairy 
stones were formed. Woodland lore has it that the cross-shaped stones came from the solidified tears of 
fairies the day they heard that Jesus had died. The author takes readers on an upbeat journey through a 
land filled with fairies of all varieties before twisting and turning into a world of evils and ill wills combat-
ed by a sense of fearlessness found in the spirit of the fairy stones.

Answer (Title): The Legend of the Fairy Stones
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First Line: Hey Ignatz, what time is it?

Author: Timothy Young

1-Line Book Description: A coatimundi & a capybara take the lead as two picture book charac-
ters go in search of a story which their author seems incapable of writing
Full Book Description: A coatimundi and a capybara take the lead in this silly story with a twist ending. 
His characters tell the story with scenes readers will likely recognize. When he first thought up this book 
he immediately had a title: “Another Stupid Book By Timothy Young.” But, when someone thought it was 
a sequel, he didn’t want to use it. After thinking of a bunch of other titles that didn’t quite capture the 
correct feeling, he started calling it “untitled.” The more he thought about it the more that title seemed 
perfect for this strange tale.

Answer (Title): untitled

Middle Grade 2019/20

First Line: Mihaela’s heart raced faster than the train rumbling along the tracks.

Author: Barbara Carney-Coston

1-Line Book Description: Unexpected immigration, and all its challenges, told through the 
eyes of an eleven year old girl in 1886 Michigan.
Full Book Description: In 1886, eleven-year-old Mihaela embarks on a journey from Croatia to the 
Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan’s Copper Country. Mihaela’s papa had made the trip two years earlier 
in order to work in the copper mines and send money back home. But a painful eye disease has left him 
vulnerable in a new land and in need of the skills of his wife, an expert healer. So Mihaela, her mother 
and two younger brothers leave the family farm for what they assume will be a brief visit in America, 
only to find themselves faced with a great many challenges and a stay that will not be temporary after 
all.

Answer (Title): To the Copper Country: Mihaela’s Journey
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First Line: Baba’s fingers are quick along the rebab’s strings.

Author: Alyssa Hollingsworth

1-Line Book Description: When his grandfather’s beloved instrument is stolen, newly-arrived 
refugee Sami embarks on a series of trades to try to get it back.
Full Book Description: They say you can’t get something for nothing, but nothing is all Sami has. When 
his grandfather’s most-prized possession―a traditional Afghan instrument called a rebab―is stolen, 
Sami resolves to get it back. He finds it at a music store, but it costs $700, and Sami doesn’t have even 
one penny. What he does have is a keychain that has caught the eye of his classmate. If he trades the 
keychain for something more valuable, could he keep trading until he has $700? Sami is about to find 
out.

Answer (Title): The Eleventh Trade

***

First Line: Ava had always enjoyed flying.

Author: Deborah Kalb

1-Line Book Description: Fifth-grader Ava learns about history, family, and more as she travels 
back in time to meet John and Abigail Adams.
Full Book Description: Fifth-grader Ava learns about family, history, and more as she travels back in time 
to meet John and Abigail Adams.

Answer (Title): John Adams & the Magic Bobblehead
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First Line: Charlie’s grandparents forgot he was in the room, which is how he 
ended up watching Vince Vinelli.

Author: Karen Kane

1-Line Book Description: Two curious kids hone their sleuthing skills and learn American Sign 
Language to solve a mystery in Castle-on-the-Hudson.
Full Book Description: All Charlie Tickler wants is for his parents to listen.  All Francine (aka Frog) Castle 
wants is to be the world’s greatest detective.  When Charlie walks into the Flying Hands Café looking for 
help, Frog, who is Deaf, jumps at the chance to tackle a real-life case. Charlie needs to learn American 
Sign Language (fast!) to keep up with Frog. And Frog needs to gather her detective know-how (now!) to 
break the case before it’s too late. Discover the surprising ways people listen in Karen Kane’s Edgar-nomi-
nated mystery filled with humor, intrigue, and heartwarming friendships.

Answer (Title): Charlie & Frog

***

First Line: It’s not like I’m looking for trouble.

Author: Gretchen Kelley

1-Line Book Description: Sixth grade can be tough, but Charlie Burger’s new found superpow-
ers are going to help him get through it!
Full Book Description: Middle school may be tough, but Charlie Burger has a plan for how he’s going to 
get through it alive...mind his own business and stay out of the limelight. Unfortunately, middle school 
has a different plan for Charlie!

Answer (Title): Superheroes Don’t Eat Veggie Burgers
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First Line: What does it mean to raise your voice?

Author: Kathy MacMillan

1-Line Book Description: A unique nonfiction picture book that allows readers to hear the 
words of inspiring women at the touch of a button.
Full Book Description: This unique nonfiction picture book highlights 14 women who raised their voices 
and changed the world! Learn about these heroes and hear their inspiring words in their own voices at 
the touch of a button. Featuring Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, Dolores Huerta, Dr. Maya Angelou, Dr. Jane 
Goodall, Shirley Chisholm, Suzan Shown Harjo, Hillary Rodham Clinton, Leymah Gbowee, Dr. Temple 
Grandin, Sonia Sotomayor, Tammy Duckworth, Dr. Joanne Liu, Abby Wambach, and Malala Yousafzai. 
With glorious illustrations by Kathrin Honesta.

Answer (Title): She Spoke: 14 Women Who Raised Their Voices and 
Changed the World

***

First Line: It doesn’t matter if my audience is 9-year-old superheroes or 90-year-old 
great-grandparents

Author: Naomi Milliner

1-Line Book Description: Eleven-year-old magician Ethan learns that real magic can be found 
in the most unexpected places.
Full Book Description: When life revolves around stressed-out parents and ER visits for his special needs 
little brother Jake, eleven-year-old Ethan escapes to a world of top hats, trick decks, and magic wands. 
When he hears of a junior magic competition where the top prize is to meet and perform with his hero, 
Magnus the Magnificent, Ethan is determined to do whatever he needs to get there--and to win.

Answer (Title): Super Jake & the King of Chaos
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First Line: Whiteness explodes behind my eyelids, and my eyes shoot open.

Author: Valerie O. Patterson

1-Line Book Description: Jess organizes a collection for school supplies for an orphanage in 
Afghanistan; but when soldiers deliver them, things go terribly wrong.
Full Book Description: Jess and her friends establish Operation Oleander to collect school supplies for an 
orphanage in Afghanistan where two of their parents are deployed, but when disaster strikes and many 
blame Operation Oleander, Jess must find a way to go on.

Answer (Title): Operation Oleander

***

First Line: “You know how you can tell you’re in trouble?”

Author: Barbara Carroll Roberts

1-Line Book Description: When she joins an elite basketball team, Nikki needs to find a new 
way to compete.
Full Book Description: Thirteen-year-old Nikki Doyle dreams of becoming a great basketball player, but 
when she’s chosen for an elite-level team full of bigger, stronger, faster girls, she’s no longer one of the 
best players on the floor. Can she learn to compete at this new, higher level? And how hard is she willing 
to work to find out?

Answer (Title): Nikki On The Line
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First Line: It’s after midnight when I hear his car in the driveway and I stumble 
out of bed.

Author: Erin Teagan

1-Line Book Description: Alison gets invited onto her dad’s reality show, Survivor Guy, and 
faces true reality in this funny adventure set in the Great Dismal Swamp.
Full Book Description: 12-year-old Ali adores her reality-show celebrity father, Survivor Guy, and hopes 
to follow in his footsteps. But when he invites her on location, Ali is sure she won’t survive one episode 
. . . until she learns the truth: The show isn’t just her dad and a camera. It’s a huge crew and set, with 
stunt doubles! When a wildfire strikes and Ali and two other kids miss the last rescue helicopter, sudden-
ly, the fight for survival is real. Will she find the self-confidence she needs so they can work together and 
get out of the wilderness alive?

Answer (Title): Survivor Girl

YounG adult 2019/20

First Line: I sharpen the focus on my binoculars.

Author: Linda Budzinski

1-Line Book Description: Lexi Malloy is Grand View High School’s undercover Cupid. One 
problem: She’s stuck in the friend zone with her own dream date.
Full Book Description: As President and CEO of Boyfriend Whisperer Enterprises, Lexi Malloy is Grand 
View High School’s undercover Cupid. One problem: She’s stuck in the friend zone with her own dream 
date, Chris Broder. She and Chris have been best friends since the third grade. He doesn’t even seem to 
realize she’s is a member of the opposite sex, much less girlfriend material. When pretty, popular Lindsay 
LaRouche hires her to whisper Chris, Lexi has to decide whether to put her commitment to her company 
— and Chris’s happiness — before herself.

Answer (Title): The Boyfriend Whisperer
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First Line: I’ve been at Ellis Station Academy for exactly twenty-four hours.

Author: M.K. England

1-Line Book Description: Hotshot pilot Nax fails out of the Academy on his first day, just in 
time to be blamed when it gets attacked. Cue the heists and explosions!
Full Book Description: Hotshot pilot Nax has a history of making poor life choices. So it’s not exactly a 
surprise when he’s kicked out of Ellis Station Academy on his first day. But when a terrorist group attacks 
the Academy, Nax and three other washouts are the sole witnesses to the biggest crime in the history 
of space colonization. And the perfect scapegoats.  On the run, Nax’s crew plans to pull off a dangerous 
heist to spread the truth. They may not be “Academy material,” and they may not even get along, but 
they’re the only ones left to step up and fight.

Answer (Title): The Disasters

***

First Line: I didn’t know if fate could be altered, but I hoped for the possibility.

Author: Leigh Goff

1-Line Book Description: Being a witch is the last thing Hannah wants, but it’s the only thing 
that will save her.
Full Book Description: Sixteen-year-old Hannah has always known she is descended from a troubled legacy 
of magic. When an ancient prophecy reveals the rise of a young, powerful Chesapeake witch and the impend-
ing death of another, she realizes she can no longer afford to suppress her magic. She seeks out the scarred, 
yet mysterious W, a Calvert descendant who is destined to change her life, but even he cannot prepare her 
for the danger that lies ahead. Engaged in a deadly game without knowing who her true rival is, Hannah isn’t 
certain she will survive, and if she loses she may lose everything.

Answer (Title): Bewitching Hannah
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First Line: There is never a good way to find out your father is going to prison.

Author: Christina June

1-Line Book Description: A modern Hansel & Gretl: Ashlyn spends her summer working at a 
wilderness retreat center with her cousin while working through family drama.
Full Book Description: When her father is arrested and her mother goes to rehab for depression, Ash-
lyn’s life is turned upside down.  The cherry on top? Her father sends her to work at a rustic team-build-
ing retreat center. With a dangerously careless camp manager, an overbearing father trying to control 
her even from prison, plus boy drama, the summer is full of challenges. Ultimately, Ashlyn must make 
the toughest decision of her life: follow her dad’s marching orders, or find the courage to finally stand up 
to him to have any hope of finding her way back home.

Answer (Title): No Place Like Here

***

First Line: My father would have been ashamed that the assassin didn’t target me.

Author: Kathy MacMillan

1-Line Book Description: In the aftermath of rebellion, can Soraya, raised to be a proper lady, 
learn to be a true leader?
Full Book Description: Soraya Gamo was meant to be queen of Qilara until an Arnath slave rebellion de-
stroyed the monarchy. Now, improbably, she sits on the new Ruling Council beside her former enemies, 
holding the political power she always wanted – but over a nation in ruins. Can Soraya, raised to be a 
proper Qilarite lady, learn to be a true leader? Or will the sins of her past forever haunt the footsteps of 
her future?

Answer (Title): Dagger and Coin
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First Line: I shouldn’t be here.

Author: Katia Raina

1-Line Book Description: In falling-apart Soviet Russia, a Jewish girl falls for a boy who may 
be anti-Semitic.
Full Book Description: Set in the final year of Soviet Russia’s collapse, this stunning debut novel tells the 
story of Sonya, a timid Jewish girl reuniting with her once-dissident mother and falling in love with a 
mysterious boy who may be an anti-Semite. All the while, Sonya’s mama is falling in love also⎯with shiny 
America, a land where differences seem to be celebrated. The place sounds amazing, but so far away. 
Will Sonya ever find her way there?

Answer (Title): Castle of Concrete

***

First Line: This must be how madness begins.

Author: Deborah Schaumberg

1-Line Book Description: In 1882 New York, a young aura seer must free her mother from The 
Tombs where seers are being experimented upon and used against their will.
Full Book Description: Set in a gritty industrial 1882 New York, THE TOMBS is about a sixteen-year-old 
aura seer who fears the mysterious men in crow masks that locked her mother in the Tombs asylum. Like 
her mother’s, Avery’s powers refuse to be contained. When she causes a bizarre explosion at her job, she 
has no choice but to run into the darkest corners of the city. Avery must embrace her abilities and learn 
to wield their power—or join her mother in the cavernous horrors of the Tombs, where strange experi-
ments are being performed on ‘patients’…and no one knows why.

Answer (Title): The Tombs
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First Line: “There will be no exceptions.”

Author: Ann McCallum Staats

1-Line Book Description: Chronicling the critical role women have played in strengthening the 
US Army, this book shares the story of incredible trailblazers.
Full Book Description: Women Heroes chronicles the critical role women have played in strengthening 
the US Army from the birth of the nation to today. These smart, brave and determined women led the 
way for their sisters to enter, grow and prosper in the forces defending the US. Through the profiles 
highlighting the achievements of these trailblazers throughout history, young women today can envision 
an equitable future.

Answer (Title): Women Heroes of the US Army: Remark-
able Soldiers from the American Revolution to Today

***

First Line: It took all of Abby’s willpower not to kiss her.

Author: Robin Talley

1-Line Book Description: Two queer teen girls, sixty years apart, are connected by the power 
of storytelling.
Full Book Description: In 1955, an 18-year-old closeted lesbian discovers a cheap lesbian paperback in 
a bus station and decides to risk everything by writing novel of her own. And in 2017, an out-and-proud 
high school senior finds a copy of a now-classic lesbian pulp novel published under a pseudonym and 
decides to track down its mysterious author, who disappeared after publishing her first and only book.

Answer (Title): Pulp


